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more labour and a greater expenditure of money
than collection of physical data. But a study of
human phenomena which relies on methods which
yield such spectacular results when applied to
physical data ends in a parody of the thing which
it apes.
Physical science is from its nature departmental,
even when it tries to consider what the physical uni-
verse is as a whole. Human science to fulfil its object
must be catholic in the literal sense of that word. It
must study human relations in all their departments;
but it misses its final purpose when it fails in the
effort to think of life as a whole. It should never
cease to consider what is the end to be sought in all
these diverse activities, or to have in its mind some
answer to that question. For human activity pro-
ceeds by devising means to an end; but the means, as
we handle them, tend to obscure the end and to be
mistaken for ends in themselves. This defect of the
human mind will be found to vitiate every depart-
ment of life. What we call professionalism is the
chronic disease of all the professions. The bedside
manner developed by doctors, the unction of parsons
or the over-refinement of lawyers are cases in point.
Another is the failing of public servants which
Dickens described as red-tape, which means that
officials have come to think more of the methods of
office than of the service which their office should
render the public. Admiral Mahan has been quoted
as saying that a military leader whose strategy is
sound can afford to commit tactical blunders; but
no tactical skill will save a military leader whose
strategy is wrong. Commanders of regiments and
warships, and even of armies and fleets, become so
absorbed in the technical task of manoeuvring' their
units that they lose sight of the ultimate aim of the
war. They are mere tacticians. The strategist is the
leader who never forgets the ultimate aim of the war.

